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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants 
will be able to: 

• Consider several principles of the ‘realistic utopia’ in more 
depth

• Appreciate gender as a key social determinant of dying
• Understand the concept of networks of care
• Consider how ‘death has value’ – a cornerstone of the 

Lancet Commisssion



lost words of dying

suffering  
healing  
died 
vigil 
consolation
presence



The Royal Marsden
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medicine is doing too
much….

certain



event-centred care?

– Treat each event as a discrete 

reversible episode without 

considering trajectory

’

RESCUE



MANAGING 
SUFFERING & 

UNCERTAINTY



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia of the Commission

1. The social 
determinants of 
death, dying, and 
grieving are tackled





SIGNIFICANT EVIDENCE THAT GENDER INFLUENCES :

WHO CARES FOR YOU ?

EXPERIENCE OF CARE

PLACE OF CARE

END OF LIFE CHOICES AND INTERVENTIONS
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Lancet Commission on Women and Health 2015



64% doctors in US are male, 36% female

78% doctors in Japan are male, 22% female

9% nurses in US are male, 91% female

3% nurses in Japan are male, 97% female

WHO CARES?
PROFESSIONAL CARERS
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power
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WHO CARES?
PROFESSIONAL CARERS

Average care worker in London  = £10 per hour

Average garbage collector in London  = £14 per hour



In the US- 75% of all caregivers 

are women

Cuba and Venezuela - this figure 

rises to 81%

WHO CARES?
FAMILY CAREGIVERS

WHO 2015



WHO CARES ?



Carers Allowance in the UK – is £62 per week

(equivalent to 6 hours pay)

WHO CARES?
FAMILY CAREGIVERS



$470 billion in 2017 in the US

£77 billion ++ in the UK

WHO CARES?
FAMILY CAREGIVERS



‘the success of the global 

economy rests on women's unpaid 

work and on the environment ….

yet both are systematically 

ignored and undervalued by 

conventional economic measures’

Marilyn Waring



COVID CRISIS…..

Carers UK 2020



COVID CRISIS…..



More women globally have 

chronic kidney disease – but 

fewer offered dialysis

EXPERIENCE OF CARE

Carrero & Hecking 2018

Nature Reviews Nephrology



Women wait 65 minutes before 

receiving a pain killer for acute abdominal 

pain in the Emergency Dept compared to 

only 49 minutes for men.

EXPERIENCE OF CARE

Chen & Shofer 2008

Acad Emerg Med



Home death assumed as a quality 

marker of a good ending

WHERE DO PEOPLE DIE?



More women die in care homes

Low pay, low status, invisible…. 

Reflects not just ageism, but 

sexism.

WHERE DO PEOPLE DIE?



women are less likely to choose life 

extending treatment than men

men are likely to receive aggressive, 

non-beneficial, treatment near death 

CARE CHOICES AT THE END OF LIFE?

Sharma : Cancer 2015 

Miesfeldt: J Pall Med 2008



…Most of the poor people in the 

world are women. 

In no country on earth are women 

economically equal to men…

In India, 60% of older women have no 

assets in their name.

POVERTY, GENDER AND DEATH?

Guardian 2015

Gott 2020



. “My home is not 

a nice place to 

live, she said, let 

alone a nice place 

to die.”

POVERTY, GENDER AND DEATH?



WHY?



IMPACT ON WOMEN

Applying feminist, multicultural, and social justice theory to diverse women who 

function as caregivers in end-of-life and palliative home care.

Palliat Support Care. 2009; 7: 501-512.                                             CJ Mackinnon



IMPACT ON DEATH SYSTEM

Delegated care or ….Relegated care

As social mobility increases we delegate

the care of parents and children…

to poorly paid women



THERE IS AN URGENT 

NEED TO ATTEND TO 

GENDER 

AS A SOCIAL 

DETERMINANT OF 

DYING

Realistic Utopia

Lancet Commission Value of Death

Section 12



RECOMMENDATIONS TO REBALANCE POWER

Recognition of gender as a determinant of powerlessness

Coaching for care homes and informal carers

From lab to society, look through a gender lens

Benefits and leave for family carers eg frailty leave

Status and pay parity for paid carers



The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia of the Commission

3. Networks of care lead 
support for people dying, 
caring, and grieving
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people are

anxious 

about dying



Prof Sheldon Solomon



Promote 

connection
+ =Self-

esteem
Death 

Anxiety

managing death anxiety
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The quality and quantity of individuals’ 

social relationships 

has been linked to morbidity 

and mortality
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Social 

network

Professional

network

Patient network



EcoMap

Who
matters to you?



what would it take to 

support you to be cared 

for at home…. and what 

can your family, friends 

and community bring to 

that? 

ask about networks….
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8760 hours



we trusted families to 

care and coached them? 

….

what if…….





– death brings family 

dynamics into focus 

–BUT also brings

– resilience, coping, love and 

capability

support carers in new ways
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recognise the social nature of illness and dying

recognise local wisdom in communities

done with and not to people

New public health in palliative care
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How compassionate communities are created
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power
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Care of Harry - Group



A hesitation 

to be brave….

Dr Kieran Sweeney



Healing Connections: On moving from 

Suffering to a sense of Well-Being

Journal of Pain & Symptom Management 2007

Vol 33(4): 372





The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia of the Commission

4. Conversations and stories 
about everyday death, 
dying, and grief become 
common





The Lancet Commission on the Value of Death: 
bringing death back into life

The realistic utopia of the Commission

5.Death is 
recognized as 
having value


